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A Preliminary Numerical Model to Predict the
Overall Acoustical Quality of a Concert Hall
BUMJUN KIM
University of Florida

INTRODUCTION
On the basis of physically measurable data, developing a
numerical model to decide the acoustical quality of concert
halls is the purpose ofthis paper. Developingamodel to decide
the acoustical quality of concert halls has been attempted by
many researchers in the past using different methods. For
example, Ando found that four orthogonal (statistically
different) subjective parameters play an important role in
judgments ofacoustical quality: 1 .loudness (G): ?.intimacy(t,);
3,reveberance(RT): 4.the difference in the sound at the two
ears (IACC). He devised arating system that combined those
four parameters in single rating figure (Ando. 1985). Beranek
defined eight positive acoustical attributes (RT. EDT. C,,, (1 IACC,J, t,,G BR. and SDI) assuming that these attributes
were independent and linearly additive. For each attribute he
assigned points and added those points to compare with
categorized rating points to decide the qualit\, of the halls
(Beranek, 1962 & Hawkes, R& Douglas. H., 197 I). In the early
1970'stwoGennan universities(Goettingen&: Ber1in)perfonned
test to detennine acoustical parameters affecting subjective
acoustical quality. In the Goettingen University study. music
recorded in anechoic condition was used and for the Berlin
study live orchestra music was used. From the response of
listeners about qualities of the halls and physical acoustical
attributes measurement data. acoustical attributes which most
influencing subjectivejudgments was determined by a "factor
analysis" (Beranek. 1996). Barron used subjective
questionnaires to detennine the quality of concert halls. He
conducted listening experiments using expert listeners as
subjects and analyzed relationships between overall hall
qualities and acoustic parameters involving Clarity,
Reverberance. Envelopment. Intimacy, Loudness. Balance,
and BackgroundNoise (Banon. 1988).
In this study. regression analysis was used to develop a
preliminary numerical rating model. The model was devised
through analyzing statistical relationships between existing
physical measurement datamade in 37 concert halls andoverall
judgments of the acoustical quality of the halls reported in
Beranek (1 996). This rating model can be used in the initial

stages of the design of a concert hall and also in the valueengineering process in the quality improvement process of an
existing hall. To architects. this rating model can be aguideline
and an experimental tool in examining modifications offeatures
and their effects on overall hall quality.

Need forThis Study
Building a concert hall is quite different fi-om making a
musical instrument. Musical instrument craftsmen try to imitate
amasterpiece and make similar sound. However. architects do
not generally work this way. In architecture, every hall design
is different. materials are different. and construction and
design constraints are different (Beranek. 1996). For these
reasons, to create exactly the same acoustic conditions and
predict the acoustical quality of a hall has been difficult.
Recently, due to the development ofinodeling techniques.
the characteristics of some acoustic phenomena such as
reflection and absorption are understood and to some extent
the prediction of acoustical quality is possible. For example,
computer modeling techniques enable one to estimate physical
acoustic parameters. However, it is hard to predict the actual
acoustic quality ofa hall as it is evaluated bq human listeners
on the basis ofthis infonnation. Auralization methods offerthe

Fig 1. Diagram of the Acoustic Qualit! impro\ elnent process using
a prediction model
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In deciding the overall acoustic qualityofan entire concert
hall. a numerical rating model can be useful. By inputting
acoustic parameters data obtained through modeling and
simulation, the qualityofa hall can bedecidedusingan ordinal
scale. This method is more useful in maximizing acoustic
quality when designers are faced with the existence ofinaterial.
financial or design constraints. Available parameters can be
tested using simulation techniques and the effect on acoustic
quality can be tested through the quality rating model. The
overall acoustic quality ofa hall andthe effect ofthe constraints
can be maximized at the same time through this method.
Objective Aoustic Quality Rating Model
The appreciation ofmusic acoustics is multi-dnnensional
(Barron. 1993). On the basis of psycho-acoustic studies,
several subjective acoustic qualities: Envelopment and source
width. Clarity. Reverberance, Loudness. Intimacy, Wannth.
Brilliance, Spaciousness. Localization ofsound, Balance. Blend,
Texture. and Ensemble play important roles in the judgment of
acoustical quality (Siebein &L Kinzey. 1998: Beranek. 1996).For
example, in order to provide good acoustical qualio .the c l a r i ~
should be adequate to enable musical detail to be appreciated,
the reverberance should be long enough to provide richness
ofsound. and the audience should feel themselves surrounded
by sound and proper loudness (Barron, 1993). These acoustic
qualities can be divided into 2 categories: physically
measurable andqualitatively measurable. A sununary ofthese
qualities is provided in Table 1.

Data Collection
Acoustical measurement data for 37 halls used for the
model fonnation are listed in Table 2. with their acoustical
parameters: ( I -IACC,,). t,, G EDT, BR. and SDI. The data
were all derived from Beranek (1 996) and are defined below.
"The IACC (Interaural cross-correlation coefficient) is a
measure of the difference in the sounds arriving at the
two ears at any instant. If the sounds at the ears were to
be completely different, the value of(]-1ACC)will be 1 .O.
meaning that the correlation between the sounds at the
two ears is zero. At the other extreme. a sound wave that
arrives from straight ahead will engage the two ears alike
(perfect correlation) and the value of( 1 -1ACC) will take
on the value of 0.0. meaning no spatial impression. In
concert halls. the values lie in between. 'E' means early.
This value is obtained when only the sounds arriving at
a listener's position within 801nsecafterthe direct sound
are considered. It was found that four of the six frequency bands are equally important in detennination for
different concert-hall conditions. namely, the 500,1000.
2000, and 4000 Hz bands. However. the loudness of
symphonic music in the 4,000 Hz band is considerably
less than in the other three bands, so that the most
sensitive fonnulation oflACC is to eliminate that band.
This leads to IACC,," (Beranek. 1996. p.463).
t, (the initial-time-delay gap), the time interval in lnsec
between the arrival at a seat in the hall ofthe direct sound
from a source on stage to the arrival ofthe fust reflection"
(Beranek. 1996,p.570).
"

Table 1. Acoustical parameters and their measurement
method
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" GmI,is

a measure of the strength ofthe sound at seats
in a hall from a loudspeaker source that has a known
power output. It is the average of the measured values
at 500 and 1.000 Hz and as the average of these values
measured at 8 to 20 positions in a hall" (Beranek 1996.
p.5 12).
"EDT (Early Decay Time) is a modified measure of
Reverberation Time. Reverberation Time is the time
required for a sound to decay 60dB whereas the Early
Decay Tune is the time required forthe first 1 OdB ofdecay
multiplied by 6 to extrapolate the result to a 60 dB decay"
(SiebeinBi Gold, 1998, p.3-7).
"BR is the ratio oftwo reverberation times for an occupied hall. The denominator is the average ofthe RTs at
500 and 1.000Hz and the numerator is the average ofthe
RTsat 125 and250 Hz" (Beranek. 1996.p.5 13).

This study is to develop a numerical measurement model
that related only physically measurable acoustic qualities to
the overall acoustic quality ofthe halls. Therefore only physically measurable acoustical qualities were considered.

"SDI (Surface Diffusivity Index) is used to measure the
relative amount of sound diffusing material in a room
based on its visual appearance. SDI developed by Haan
and Fricke (1 993) is hard to detennine with a desired
degree of accuracy. It amounts to a visual inspection of
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the ceiling and sidewalls (neglecting end walls). The
degreesofdiffusivity are areaweighted" (Beranek, 1996,
p.5 13).
Acoustic quality was decided by professional musicians.
who perfonned regularl),in ~nan~~auditoriums.
Questionnaires
were ~ ~ s ine decidingthe
d
qualit) ofthe halls. A numerical value
of "1" u a s assigned as "excellent". "0.5" as '-goodv, and "0"
as "med~ocre."An acoustic qualit) indek (AQI) for each hall
quality was decided by normalizing all responding values bq
the number ofresponses. The study resulted in the following
categories; "Superior." AQ1: 1 .OOto0.90. "Excellent,"AQ1:0.90
to 0.63. "Good to Excellent." AQI: 10.63 to 0.40, "Good."
AQI:0.40to0.25. and"Fair."AQl: lessthan0.25 (Beranek, 1996).
Due to possible inaccuracy of the rank orderings that resulted
from the interviews and sequence that results from the
computational method. 37 halls were classified into3 categories
ofA. B. and C (Beranek, 1996). These rankings weretranslated
to values of 3.2, and I in this study.
Deciding hall qualities are difficult. In decidingoverall hall
quality not only acoustical characteristics but also nonacoustical factors can affect the decision-making process.
Preconceived notions regarding the hall that was evaluated
from past experiences or anecdotes from other testers also
could affect decisions on hall quality (Siebein &Gold. 1998).
Table 2. Acoustical parameter data for 37 halls (Beranek,
1996)
ANALYSISAND RESULTS
Several components are very important in deciding the
overall acoustic quality of a hall: Six physically measurable
parameters: (I-IACC,,). t,. G ,,d. EDT, BR. and SDI were

considered in this study. Those parameters were regressed on
the qualities of the halls. The qualities of 37 the halls were
classified into 3 groups (A (3): B (2): and C(1)).
The statistical individuality (orthogonal) of each acoustic
parameter was tested. Through correlation tests shown in
Appendix I , some parameters showed correlation-ship at
levels of 0.01 and 0.05. SDI and (I -IACC,,). SDI and EDT
showedrelationshipatthe 0.0 1 level.whileatthe0.0j level. SDI
andG m,,, EDTandTI, G and(1 -IACC,,)showedsignificance.
Although some parameters were correlated, all parameters
were considered in the statistical analysis. Reasons for this
consideration were that man)) musicians and acousticians
believe these parameters as independent variables and in some
cases the use of these correlated parameters in the model can
yield clearer results.
In detennining the prediction model. a stepwise regression
method was used. The procedure is shown in Appendix 2. The
following equation is the result of the regression process.
Overall Acoustic Quality = 0.229 + 3.12 (I -IACC,,) - 0.15 l
G,,,- 1.16 RR+ 1.04 SDI

Appendix 3 contains the residual analysis for each of the
parameters. There are no extremely large residuals and no
trends indicating the regression model is not appropriate. A
normal P-P plot of Regression Standardized Residuals
(Appendix 4) with straight line also shows that this model is
good.
CONCLUSIONS
The purpose ofthis study was to develop a numerical hall
quality measurement model to predict the overall acoustical
quality of a concert hall from physical acoustical measurements made in 37 concert halls and overall judgments of the
acoustical qualib of the halls reported in Beranek (1 996).
Through this study. 4 acoustic parameters ((I -IACC,J. G",,,
BR, SDI) were important in deciding overall hall quality. The
derived regression model from those 4parameters can explain
up to 73.6% ofhall quality. Thismodel can be used as aqualitj
assessment tool. It can also be useful as a value-engineering
tool during the quality improvement process. By improving
acoustical parameters. which affect the overall quality of the
hall. the total quality of the hall can be ~mproved.However.
there are problems in this model. Firstly, because only physically measurable acoustlc qualities were considered in this
model. themodel can be different when all acoustic parameters
are considered. Secondly, acoustic qualit] differences between hall groups. which were used as a dependent variable
in the statistical model analysis, are not clear. Even though
these problems exist, this numerical hall quality measurement
model is potentially very useful in design and in quality
improvement process. Apossiblenext step is tomake measure-
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inent of more acoustical parameters in more halls of varying
acoustical quality and include those parameters and halls in
the model formation.
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Appendix 2. Regression Outputs (Stepwise method)
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Appendix I . Correlations among acoustic parameters
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Appendix 3. Quality Residual for parameters

Appendix 4. Nornial P-P plot of Regression Standardized Residual
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